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ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF Lt GEN. KAYUMBA NYAMWASA ON 19/06/2010 IN
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
On behalf of the RPP‐IMVURA, we strongly condemn the attempted assassination of General
KAYUMBA on the orders of President KAGAME. Lt Gen. KAYUMBA NYAMWASA is a former
Army Chief of Staff of Rwanda Defence Forces and Ex – Rwanda Ambassador to India. This
culture of exporting terror groups to regional countries, Europe and US should be condemned
by all peace loving people. We cannot succeed in eliminating global terrorism by allowing
organised terrorists to kill the Rwandan people with impunity. President Paul KAGAME is now
presiding over the killings and disappearance of totally innocent Rwandan citizens and
continues to penalise Rwandan people without mercy. This terror has now been extended to
neighbouring countries, especially Uganda, South Africa and UK. People who have fled Rwanda
to seek asylum elsewhere are now being ruthlessly hunted down and murdered. The Rwandan
people deplore these terrorist activities by the Kagame’s faction in the RPF and other elements
of the security forces that are loyal to his dictatorship.
The RPP ‐ IMVURA also strongly condemns the killing of the deputy editor of UMUVUGIZI
newspaper, Mr Jean‐Leonard RUGAMBAGE. He was brutally murdered at his home on 24/06/10
on the orders of Mr KAGAME. He was killed with two bullets, one in the ear and the other to
the heart. The late Mr RUGAMBAGE was 38 years old, was born at Mugina, Gitarama – just 3
miles from Kagame’s birth place. So, another day, another precious life is cruelly robbed.
Another family left to feel sad and to grief because of President Kagame’s regime of murder
and terror. The late RUGAMBAGE was brutally murdered by Kagame’s terror group because he
was about to publish the circumstances in which 480 Rwandan were summary executed in safe
houses and the arrests of more than 6800 Rwandans since the failed assassination attempt on
Kayumba in South Africa on 19/06/2010.
The RPP – IMVURA also wishes to condemn the assassination of Denis Ntare SEMADWINGA, a
former Chief of Staff of Gen Laurent NKUNDA who is currently in captivity in Rwanda. He was
assassinated on the orders of President Kagame in Gisenyi, Rwanda on 21/06/10
The RPP ‐ IMVURA has reliable information from credible sources, about the Kigali meeting in

which decision was made to send terror groups to South Africa, Uganda, UK, the USA etc. and it
was held at the RPF Secretariat in Kigali on 22/06/10. The evidence we have so far indicates
that the ‘cream’ of Rwanda’s spying network is active in regional countries, Europe and US. We
have concrete information about some of the RPF agents who contacted RPP ‐ IMVURA for a
meeting in or around May and June 2010. This evidence was also published in the
Stra8talkchromicle.com dated 13/06/2010 it gives a detailed account of the extent of the tragic
terror conspiracy organised by the current Kigali regime. The RPP ‐ IMVURA can confirm that
some of the people mentioned in the newspaper contacted the RPP ‐ IMVURA. They didn’t
deny the existence of the terror group but they simply denied being a party to Kagame’s
terrorist conspiracy.
We are all aware that president KAGAME linked the Kigali grenades attack on Lt Gen.
KAYUMBA, even though the attacks were the work of the Rwanda Security Services with
intention of creating fear in the country in order to smear Lt Gen. KAYUMBA. He also blamed
the LT General for the army mutiny that threatened to overthrow the Kigali tyranny regime
early this year. These are other reasons why KAGAME wanted him dead. Gen KAYUMBA was
also linked to the Interahamwe by President KAGAME intentionally to tarnish Lt Gen
KAYUMBA’s reputation among Rwandan people. In doing so President KAGAME was trying to
attract sympathy from Rwandan people and establish justification to assassinate Lt Gen.
KAYUMBA. He was also promoting his long‐term policy of divide and rule, policy of hate, and
cycle of violence that he (KAGAME) has been pursuing to enslave Rwandan for the past 16
years. The RPP – IMVURA is quite disturbed by such development in which President KAGAME
accused KAYUMBA to be working with Interahamwe, and yet President KAGAME is the one who
has continued to protect some of his long‐term minister and others who are responsible for
supervising the killing of over 5000 Tutsi in Nyanza, Butare. This shows the extents to which
President KAGAME is involved with people responsible for committing genocide against Tutsi.
Further evidence can be found in the Kigali based RUSHYASHYA newspaper volume 90 of 31
May – 08th June 2010, with headline grenades. The paper pointed out that John V KARURANGA
‐ RPP – IMVURA and Lt Gen. KAYUMBA are in a conspiracy to capture Kigali. The newspaper
printed photos of John KARURANGA – RPP – IMVURA and that of Lt Gen. KAYUMBA with
comment – abanzi bigihugu (enemies of the nation). It also printed the photo of the President
of Uganda with a very disturbing question mark Presida MUSEVENI ufasha abanzi burwanda? –
(President MUSEVINI supports the Rwandan enemies). This paper is alleged to have links to the
Rwandan Security Services (RSS).
The RPP ‐ IMVURA wishes to inform the people of Rwanda that we have had not a day of
engagement or any meeting of sorts with Lt Gen. KAYUMBA in a conspiracy to invade Rwanda

before or after the useless and fake elections due to be held on 9th August 2010. The RPP –
IMVURA believes that assuming power by means of force or enslaving Rwandans and planning
assassinations of fellow Rwandans have no room in the Rwanda of the future and it has no
place in our maufesto. This goes against the grain of the new Rwanda that the RPP – IMVURA
wants to build. The RUSHYASHYA copy is hereby attached for reference.
Therefore, the rumours that Rwandan exiles were about to launch military action against the
tyrannical and terror regime in Rwanda in July before the 9th Aug useless elections are totally
infantile and rubbish. Indeed, that is the work of the Kagame’s terror group that want Rwanda
to continue living in the KAGAME dispensation of darkness and anguish. The RPP – IMVURA
therefore categorically wishes to inform the nation and the international community at large
that the fabricated rumours about the invasion of Rwanda were the deliberate work of
president KAGAME. He did it as a pretext to divert people’s attention that he was preventing
the said fake invasion and help himself to justify the failed planned attempt to kill Lt Gen.
KAYUMBA.
The RPP – IMVURA believes that the problem of Rwanda will never be solved by fighting or
through assassinations of all those who know that the country is going in the wrong direction
under Kagame’s leadership. The RPP ‐ IMVURA believes that President KAGAME is concerned
that Lt Gen. KAYUMBA shall expose his rogue regime’s true colours and /or naked lies to the
western powers. He is fearful that his former Lt General will expose the true details of his
rackets of money laundering, plunder of Rwanda’s economy, corruption, daily summary
executions of Rwandan people in the safe houses, lack of accountability, poor governance,
concentration camps where orphans of genocide are kept in isolation and his dealings with the
FAR in the DR Congo. For example President KAGAME has continued to protect one of his
ministers from prosecution even though the said minister is responsible for supervising the
killing of 5000 Rwandans Tutsi including the Queen Mother GICANDA in Nyanza. The same
minister threatened the Gacaca court with the force of a gun in an attempt to influence the
court case outcome of his father‐in‐law who was also accused of genocide. President KAGAME
is continuing to protect the minister in a bid to please the FAR in the DR Congo in the presence
of strong evidences linking the minister to the serious crimes. President KAGAME is also
opposed to ending the war with FAR, because the presence of the FAR in the DR Congo helps
him to continue instituting iron fist on Rwandan people. He uses FAR in Dr Congo for his
political weapon, the same way he uses the “genocide survivors as a fishing hook to create fear
of unknown and strengthen his political power‐base in Rwanda for his selfish ends” He also uses
the rhetoric of genocide survivors to show the world that he (KAGAME) is the only person who
is able to protect Rwandan against the FAR and Interahamwe. All these are clear evidences why
Mr KAGAME will have to be confronted urgently.

Another issue of concerns to President KAGAME is about the popularity of Lt Gen. KAYUMBA
among the military and the people of Rwanda which Kagame view as a threat to his life
presidency.
Quoting from Mrs KAYUMBA’s accounts regarding the assassin’s actions, it is clear that the
assassination plot was planned, coordinated and financed by the Mr. Kagame and his cronies
with the sole aim of taking Lt Gen. KAYUMBA’s life. The continued persistence to follow and
attempt to kill Lt Gen. KAYUMBA even while he was under going operation in the hospital
affirms Mrs KAYUMBA’s and the international community assertions that the killers were not
just men in black suits but were people on a mission to urgently accomplish Mr Kagame’s order.
President KAGAME has also publicly threatened Gen. KAYUMBA and other Rwandan exiles and
referred to them as “flies” that he KAGAME will smash with a hammer. By planning, financing
and commissioning of the failed assassination of Lt Gen. KAYUMBA, President KAGAME was just
fulfilling his pledges to smash or destroy the “flies” with his hammer.

The Moment of Truth
The RPP – IMVURA wishes to inform the people of Rwanda and friends of Rwanda, that there is
clear evidence beyond any reasonable doubt that President KAGAME is behind the
assassination attempt of Lt Gen. Kayumba NYAMWASA. In this failed attempt to send terror
group to try to assassinate Lt Gen. KAYUMBA in South Africa, president KAGAME was affirming
one of his long‐term strategic political goals of eliminating his opponents. He was also fulfilling
his pledges made in the Rwanda parliament. He said on quote that, “Lt Gen. KAYUMBA and
other Tutsi exiles are flies and that he (KAGAME) will crush them with his hammer.” This is
exactly what President KAGAME was doing on 19/06/10 in Johannesburg, South Africa.
It is also clear that President KAGAME is responsible for organising, financing and exporting
terror groups to the neighbouring countries such as Uganda, Kenya, South Africa, UK, US and
other European countries. We challenge President KAGAME or the Minister of Foreign Affairs
Ms MUSHIKIWABO to take the RPP – IMVURA to a court of law if they wish to deny their
responsible for these tragic and unfortunate events. The people of Rwanda want the truth and
both of them to account. We at RPP IMVURA are prepared and ready to meet and indeed
confront Mr KAGAME in a court of law of any jurisdiction, be it in Rwanda or any where else.
This tyrannical regime has been surviving on promoting and condoning violence on its soil and
beyond Rwandan boarders against its own people over the last 16 years. This cannot be
allowed to continue indefinitely.

It is clear that as KAGAME becomes increasingly tense and inconsequential in the Rwandan
politics, Kigali’s list of enemies will continue to grow bigger and bigger. His black book may
continue to have many entrants but he is not going to break down the will of the people of
Rwanda in their peaceful need to be free. In fact anyone can be listed in this black book or
would be killed or murdered at any time by Kagame’s and his thugs. The question is, do we give
up in fear of assassination to a brutal dictator whose clear intention is to kill Rwandan people
whether enemies or not in his quest to continue staying in power against the will of Rwandan
people?
The question that the RPP – IMVURA as a party poses to Rwandan people is:
Do we stand up to the challenge and oppose a brutal dictator or do we sacrifice our freedoms
and condemn our children to permanent suffering and servitude? What legacy do we want to
leave for our children as it is clear that Mr KAGAME and his henchmen want to obliterate all
hope for Rwandan children and people through a policy of tyranny and terror?

Global Terrorism
On behalf of our party, the Rwanda People’s Party – IMVURA, we condemn all acts of terrorism.
We would like to apologise to the government and the people of the Republic of South Africa
for the terrorist act that was committed by some hired assassins against a Rwandan political
refugee Lt Gen. KAYUMBA. Our party would like to condemn all policies of assassination and
hope the South African justice system will catch up with the master minds of this crime even if
it goes up to the powers centred in Kigali. Our Party believes it is Mr. KAGAME and his terror
group that is responsible for the attempted assassination of Lt Gen. KAYUMBA and also of other
terrorist killings that took place in Kigali on 24/06/10 when a Journalist – Mr RUGAMBAGE was
shot dead in front of his own house.
We are confident that the South African government will broaden its investigation and where
appropriate involve the international community under the Global Money Laundering and
Terrorism Act. The attack on Lt Gen. KAYUMBA on the South African soil wasn’t only intended
to take KAYUMBA’s life alone but it was also intended to undermine and to humiliate the South
African Government’s credibility during the World Cup Games and to scare the international
community away from the FIFA events. Indeed, what happened on 19/06/2010 was an assault
on the national sovereignty of South Africa, a friendly people with whom we have political,
economic, cultural and regional interests.

The actions of Mr. Kagame’s regime are an emerging pattern of global terrorism and the
attempted assassination of Lt Gen. KAYUMBA warns us of the dangers that we face today from
Kigali terror machines. The rogue regimes like the one in Rwanda should no longer be allowed
to operate freely and openly. They should not have licence to murder and kill at will. The
International community has to play its role to contain Mr KAGAME and his violent activities.
We at RPP‐IMVURA have the confidence that the international community will intervene and
help Rwandan people against the brutal tyranny. The international community has failed
Rwanda before but we do not expect you to fail us again and the warning signs are put together
here for your information about the direction of the current regime in Rwanda.

